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ABSTRACT: In this paper, two laser-assisted separation processes (i) laser scribe and mechanical cleaving (LSMC)
and (ii) thermal laser separation (TLS) for the separation of p-type silicon shingled passivated edge, emitter and rear
(pSPEER) solar cells are examined. Both separation processes involve two process steps, where one of them is
considered the main laser process that is conducted along the whole separation path (laser scribe for LSMC and laser
cleave for TLS). We analyze the influence of the main laser process as well as the complete separation process of both,
LSMC and TLS, on the electrical performance of pSPEER solar cells. We include an investigation of the dependency
on the separation side, i.e. emitter (front side) or emitter-free side (rear side). It is found that by conducting the LSMC
process from the front side, a significantly lower energy conversion efficiency by Δη = -1.9%abs in comparison to the
rear side process is observed which originates in particular from a lower pseudo fill factor ΔpFF = -7.5%abs. This is
attributed to local ablation of the p-n-junction leading to increased j02-like recombination. By conducting the laser scribe
without subsequent mechanical cleaving of host cells, we measure ΔpFF = -9.1%abs in comparison to the initial host cell
measurement. This indicates that the laser ablation process itself leads to the strong pFF and η losses observed after LSMC
separation of pSPEER cells. In comparison, the TLS process is found to be invariant to the processed cell side. It is shown
that in this case, the involved laser cleave process itself has no measurable impact on the performance of unseparated host
cells.
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INTRODUCTION

The module integration of separated silicon solar cells
such as half cells [1] or shingle cells [2] is an approach for
an increase in module efficiency. Due to lower solar cell
and string currents, the series resistance losses are reduced
[3]. Laser scribe and mechanical cleaving (LSMC) —
often referred to as “scribe and break” [4] — or thermal
laser separation (TLS) [5] are examples for industrially
relevant technologies for the separation of silicon wafers
into half cells or shingle cells. Both involve two process
steps as illustrated in Figure 1, where one step is
considered the main laser process. Step 1 is a preparation
step, leaving the host cell unseparated. The second step is
the actual separation process. For LSMC the main laser
process is the laser scribe (step 1), for TLS it is the laser
cleave (step 2). For LSMC as well as TLS, it is crucial that
both process steps are performed in the correct order. If
one step is skipped, the host cell is left unseparated.
Previous studies have compared LSMC and TLS with
respect to mechanical stability and electrical performance
of separated cells [6, 7]. It has been shown that for a LSMC
process conducted from the emitter-free side, the incurred
damage can be assigned to the laser ablation process itself
[8]. Additionally, it was found that LSMC conducted from
the emitter side can lead to reduced parallel resistance for
aluminum back surface field cells [9]. Considering TLS,
we recently demonstrated that the laser cleave has no
measurable impact on the passivation layers for passivated
emitter and rear cells (PERC) if conducted from the rear
side [10]. A comprehensive comparison between front and
rear side separation of PERC cells, including LSMC and
TLS processing, has not been demonstrated yet.
Since the separation step is performed as the last
process step during cell fabrication, it additionally results
in unpassivated edges which lead to a decreased energy
conversion efficiency of shingle cells [11–15]. The
efficiency loss of separated cells due to their unpassivated
edge can be partly compensated by applying a
postmetallization passivation layer [16].
In this paper, we analyze the impact of LSMC and TLS
processing on the rear and front side of bifacial p-type
silicon shingled passivated edge, emitter and rear

(pSPEER) cells [17]. They feature a front side emitter as
depicted in Figure 2. This means the processes are
performed either on the side of the p-n-junction or on the
opposite side. We divide our investigation into two
experiments: In the first experiment, we analyze the
impact of the main laser processes on unseparated host
cells. This means (i) the laser scribe of the LSMC process
is performed without mechanical cleaving and (ii) the laser
cleave of the TLS is performed without applying the initial
scribe. In both cases, the processed host cells are not
separated and allow for a direct comparison of the currentvoltage (IV) characteristics before and after the laser
processes. In the second experiment, we perform the
complete LSMC or TLS process from front or rear side to
fabricate pSPEER cells which allows for the analysis of
the complete separation process.

Figure 1: Overview of the two process steps involved
in LSMC and TLS. The main laser processes for both
are marked in green.

Figure 2: Schematic cross section of a bifacial PERC
device. The n-type emitter is on the front side of the cell
(SiNX: silicon nitride, AlOX: aluminum oxide, Cz-Si:
Czochralski-grown silicon).
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LASER SEPARATION TECHNOLOGIES

A manifold of technologies exist to separate brittle
semiconductors such as silicon. Mechanical methods like
diamond scratching and breaking, chip saw dicing [4] as
well as a diversity of laser assisted processes, including
stealth dicing [18], water-jet guided laser processing [19],
laser direct cleaving [20], LSMC and TLS, are available.
The laser-assisted methods have the advantage of
contactless processing, reducing contamination and
mechanical stress on the wafer. We present here in detail
the LSMC and TLS process, both being industrially
available and commonly used technologies for separation
of solar cells in mass production. A variety of studies on
those technologies and their impact on mechanical
stability and electrical performance of solar cells has been
published earlier [6, 8–10, 21].
The LSMC includes a laser ablation of silicon along
the defined separation path (in the following referred to as
laser scribe), followed by a mechanical cleaving step; see
Figure 3(a). The laser ablation depth reaches around one
third of the sample thickness to allow for separation. A
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a LSMC
processed cell edge is shown in Figure 4(a).
For the TLS, depicted in Figure 3(b), an initial short
laser scribe at the wafer edge is applied. Subsequently, the
cleaving process is conducted, including a continuous
wave infrared (IR) laser that heats the material, followed
by a water-air-aerosol cooling jet. The temperature
difference (i.e. thermal gradient) results in compressive
and tensile stresses, which lead to the cracking of the
material along the guided path. The TLS process is a
kerfless method resulting in optically smooth edges, since
no damage of the crystal structure is induced. A SEM
image of such an edge is shown in Figure 4(b).
In our experiments, the microDICE machine from 3DMicromac AG is used for both, the LSMC and the TLS
process. It includes a pulsed IR laser (wavelength
λ = 1070 nm) for the scribe process (for both the LSMC
laser scribe and the initial scribe for TLS) as well as the
cleave unit consisting of a continuous wave IR laser
(λ = 1070 nm) and a water-air nozzle [22].

3

EXPERIMENTS

The host cells are fabricated using industrial 6-inch
boron-doped p-type Cz-Si PERC precursors. The cell
fabrication process flow is shown in Figure 5. After local
laser contact opening on the rear side, the front and rear
side metallization is applied by screen printing a firing
through silver paste and an aluminum paste, respectively.
The metallization layout is shown in Figure 6. After a high
temperature contact firing step, the cells undergo an
ultrafast regeneration process [23] followed by lightinduced degradation to obtain stable cell parameters.
The illuminated I-V characteristics such as fill factor
or conversion efficiency are not meaningful in this case,
since the metallization layout does not cover the whole cell
area. Hence, initial SunsVOC measurements of the host
cells are conducted, contacting the fabricated host cells
with a Gridtouch unit in an industrial cell tester at standard
testing conditions [24]. From those measurements the
pseudo fill facor (pFF) and open-circuit voltage VOC can
be obtained, to characterize edge recombination and laser
damage to passivation layers. The initial SunsVOC
measurement serves two purposes. First, it allows for
distributing the host cells into two groups with four
subgroups each, making sure that similar pFFs are present
among the subgroups. Secondly, it is the reference
measurement for the first experimental group.
The two main groups are assigned to two different
experimental approaches. The experimental process flow
is shown in Figure 7. In the first host cell group, we
analyze the sole influence of the two main laser processes
(laser scribe and laser cleave) on the solar cells’ pFF and
VOC without separating the host cells. In the second group,
pSPEER cells are cut out of the host cells to analyze the
separated cell performance, including both, the effect of
the main laser process as well as of complete separation.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: SEM images of (a) a LSMC and (b) a TLS
separated cell edge.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: Schematic illustration of (a) the LSMC and
(b) the TLS process.

Figure 5: Process flow for the fabrication of the
pSPEER host cells. With an initial SunsVOC measurement, the cells are sorted into groups with similar pFFs.
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Figure 7: Process flow for the experimental investigation of the LSMC and TLS process influence on cell
performance. Group 1 investigates the main laser
process influence. In group 2 the fully separated
pSPEER cells are analyzed which includes the effect of
recombination at the edge after complete separation.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6: (a) Merged images of the metallization
layouts of the host cells’ front side (top) and rear side
(bottom) including five pSPEER cells with the
dimension 22 mm x 156.75 mm. The dotted lines
indicate the laser processing paths. (b) Image of the
front side of a separated pSPEER cell. The layout was
designed for research purposes not covering the whole
wafer area, which is not industrially beneficial.
3.1 Analysis of the main laser processes
The influence of the main laser processes (group 1 in
Figure 7) on pFF and VOC of host cells is analyzed by not
performing the complete separation but just the main laser
process involved in the two separation technologies. In the
case of LSMC, only the laser scribe is performed without
mechanically cleaving the cells. For the TLS process, the
cleave step is performed without applying the initial
scribe. Hence, the host cells in group 1 remain in the full
wafer-sized format after the laser processes. These
processes are performed either from the front side (FS) or
the rear side (RS) of the host cells, resulting in four
subgroups. After laser processing, the cells undergo a
light-induced degradation step to eliminate any laser
process effect on the boron-oxygen defect state. The effect
of the laser processes is characterized by comparing
SunsVOC measurements after the laser processing to the
initial SunsVOC measurements, which are done after host
cell fabrication as described earlier.
3.2 Analysis of complete laser-assisted separation
The host cells of group 2 are separated by the full
LSMC and TLS processes to obtain pSPEER cells. Both
processes are performed from the host cell front side or
rear side resulting in four subgroups. As described earlier
an additional light-induced degradation step after laser
processing is conducted. To characterize the effect of the
laser separation processes, IV measurements are
performed after the separation. The measurement is
conducted in a cell tester by contacting the cell busbars
with pin arrays. During the measurement, the cells are
placed on a black, non-conducting chuck to ensure a
monofacial measurement without additional contribution
of the rear side. It is not reasonable to compare these IV
measurements to any initial measurements due to the
metallization layout. Additionally, the electrical
contacting for the host cells is just possible by a Gridtouch
unit while the pSPEER cells can only be contacted by pins.
Hence, also the initial SunsVOC measurements are not
comparable to the pSPEER results. Merely, the IV
measurements obtained from the different groups are
compared among each other to determine differences
between the processes.

Figure 8: SunsVOC results of the host cells before and
after the main laser processes "laser scribe" and "laser
cleave". An unprocessed reference group Ref is also
presented (in red) to check for a stable measurement.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean VOC and pFF of the fabricated host cells are
measured by the initial SunsVOC measurements to be
VOC = (659 ± 1) mV and pFF = (82.7 ± 0.2)%. The cells
are allocated in two main groups with similar mean pFF,
which results in slight differences in VOC among the groups
of 2 mV. These measurements serve as reference for the
analysis of the laser effect on unseparated host cells.
4.1 Effect of the main laser processes on host cells
The VOC and pFF resulting from the SunsVOC
measurements of the unseparated host cells before and
after the laser scribe or laser cleave processing are shown
in Figure 8. A reference group is shown which is measured
without being processed, exhibiting a slightly increased
VOC by ΔVOC = 2 mV and a lower pFF by ΔpFF = -0.1%abs
in the second measurement. Considering this, both laser
cleaved cell groups show no change in VOC or pFF,
independent of the processing side. For the rear side laser
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scribed cells, a ΔVOC = -1 mV is measured while no
measurable change in pFF occurs. The front side laser
scribed cells, however, show a strong decrease of
ΔVOC = -7 mV and ΔpFF = -9.1%abs.
The measurements show the sole influence of the main
laser processes on the whole cell structure. For the laser
cleave, the passivation layers and silicon wafer are not
degraded during the process, independent of the
processing side. The laser scribed samples, however, show
a clear difference between front and rear side processing.
Since the laser ablates up to one third of the cell thickness,
the scribe itself is already damaging the silicon and
passivation layers. This effect becomes severe once the
process is conducted from the front side. Then, the laser
process ablates the p-n-junction leading to increased
recombination as it can be deduced from the strong VOC
and pFF decrease.
4.2 Effect of the complete separation processes
The IV measurement results of separated pSPEER cells
are shown in Figure 9 comparing the LSMC and TLS
processes conducted from front side and rear side on the host
cells. Independently of the process and process side, the
designated short-circuit current density jSC,des (excluding the
busbar area [11]) is measured to be jSC,des = 40.6 mA/cm2 at
a constant series resistance RS = 0.4 Ωcm2. Both TLS
separated groups as well as the LSMC RS group show
similar
efficiencies
20.5% < η < 20.7%,
featuring
81.4% < pFF < 81.9% and 657 mV < VOC < 659 mV. In
comparison, a significantly low η = 18.5% is measured for
the LSMC FS group, which results from pFF = 73.9% as
well as VOC = 654 mV. Although the parallel resistance
RP = 9 kΩcm2 is quite small, it is still high enough to not
have an effect on pFF. The lower pFF by ΔpFF = -7.5%abs
of the LSMC FS group in comparison to the LSMC RS
group is assigned to increased j02-like recombination at the

p-n-junction, as discussed earlier. Comparing the main laser
process influence from the previous chapter to the complete
separation process shows, that most of the pFF loss resulting
from pSPEER cell separation is caused by the laser scribe
process itself. Hence, the major contribution is the ablation
through the p-n-junction. The full separation, namely the
mechanical breaking of the remaining cell thickness (i.e.
non-ablated edges), and additionally arising open edge does
not contribute significantly to the comparably low pFF and
η of the LSMC FS group.
As it is found in the first experiment for the laser
cleave, the processed cell side does not have an influence
on the pFF and VOC of host cells. This observation holds
for the full TLS process as well. Since the cleave laser is
an IR laser, absorption occurs within the whole substrate
thickness, due to the low absorption coefficient of silicon
in the IR range. Therefore, the material is heated uniformly
throughout the whole cell thickness and the processed cell
side is not relevant for either the laser cleave nor the full
TLS process.
Although slight differences are measured between the
two TLS groups and the LSMC RS group, it is difficult to
draw definite conclusions since the measurements cannot be
compared to any initial IV cell measurements. Therefore, we
do not consider those differences being significant in our
experiment. For a more elaborated investigation, the host
cell layout can be designed such to lead to meaningful IV
measurements by covering the whole precursor area.
Additionally, it should be measurable by the same
contacting unit as the pSPEER cells to allow for an accurate
comparison before and after laser processing. The found
advantage of the TLS process lies in its invariance to the
processed cell side. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
that edges obtained by TLS can be successfully passivated
by an additional postmetallization edge passivation to
compensate
edge
recombination
losses
[16].

Figure 9: Designated area IV measurement results for FS and RS separated pSPEER cells by LSMC and TLS. By excluding
the busbar area which would be covered during a shingled cell module integration, the designated area short-circuit current
density jSC,des is given.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study compares the two laser assisted separation
technologies laser scribe and mechanical cleaving
(LSMC) and thermal laser separation (TLS). Both
technologies comprise of two process steps, of which one
is considered the main laser process, conducted along the
whole separation path. The influence of the two separation
technologies and their main laser processes on the
electrical performance of separated p-type shingled
passivated edge, emitter and rear (pSPEER) cells is
investigated. These cells feature a front side emitter. In our
investigation we include an analysis of the influence of the
processed cell side (i.e. emitter and emitter-free side).
It is found that the LSMC process, conducted from the
cells’ front side, leads to a comparably low η = 18.6%
(Δη = 1.9%abs in comparison to the LSMC rear side
separated group). This results from a lower pseudo fill
factor pFF by ΔpFF = -7.5%abs. The low pFF indicates a
local destruction of the p-n-junction by the ablating laser
process and hence increased j02-like recombination. This
result is confirmed by the study of the sole laser process
involved in LSMC, namely the laser scribe. A significant
pFF loss is observed after performing the laser scribe on
the front side of host cells, leaving them unseparated.
Hence, the low pSPEER cell performance of LSMC front
side separated cells originates from the laser scribe process
itself.
However, pSPEER cells separated by LSMC from the
rear side show a comparable performance to TLS
separated cells. For TLS, the processed cell side shows no
influence on the cell performance. An investigation of the
laser cleave, being the main laser process for TLS, shows
that no measureable effect on pFF or VOC is observed for
processed, unseparated host cells.
Therefore, we emphasize on the importance of the
chosen process side, depending on the position of the
emitter, if a LSMC process is conducted. The TLS process
shows the advantage of being invariant to the cell side on
which the process is performed, which makes it the more
flexible laser assisted separation process.
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